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E-mail address: ccma@ntu.edu.tw (C.-C. Ma).This study applies two analytical approaches, Laplace transform and normal mode methods, to investi-
gate the dynamic transient response of a cantilever Timoshenko beam subjected to impact forces. Explicit
solutions for the normal mode method and the Laplace transform method are presented. The Durbin
method is used to perform the Laplace inverse transformation, and numerical results based on these
two approaches are compared. The comparison indicates that the normal mode method is more efﬁcient
than the Laplace transform method in the transient response analysis of a cantilever Timoshenko beam,
whereas the Laplace transform method is more appropriate than the normal mode method when analyz-
ing the complicated multi-span Timoshenko beam. Furthermore, a three-dimensional ﬁnite element can-
tilever beam model is implemented. The results are compared with the transient responses for
displacement, normal stress, shear stress, and the resonant frequencies of a Timoshenko beam and Ber-
noulli–Euler beam theories. The transient displacement response for a cantilever beam can be appropri-
ately evaluated using the Timoshenko beam theory if the slender ratio is greater than 10 or using the
Bernoulli–Euler beam theory if the slender ratio is greater than 100. Moreover, the resonant frequency
of a cantilever beam can be accurately determined by the Timoshenko beam theory if the slender ratio
is greater than 100 or by the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory if the slender ratio is greater than 400.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The dynamic transient response of a beam is an important topic
in engineering applications. Although the Bernoulli–Euler beam
theory (classical beam theory) is most widely used, it has no upper
bound for the wave velocity and overestimates the natural fre-
quencies. Moreover, the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory provides
accurate results for slender beams rather than for thick beams.
Timoshenko (Timoshenko, 1921, 1922) improved the beam theory
by including the inﬂuence of shear and rotary inertia. Therefore,
the Timoshenko beam theory not only has upper bounds for wave
velocities but also agrees well with the natural frequencies and
mode shapes of the exact two-dimensional theory (Fung, 1965;
Graff, 1973; Labuschagne et al., 2009). Consequently, the Timo-
shenko beam theory is more appropriate for analyzing transient re-
sponses, especially in situations involving high frequency
vibrations and thick beams. Stephen and Puchegger (2006) made
a comparison of the resonant frequencies of bending vibration of
a short free beam to test the valid frequency range of Timoshenko
beam theory.ll rights reserved.
: +886 2 23631755.In this study, the Laplace transform method and the normal
mode method are employed to investigate the transient response
of a Timoshenko cantilever beam subjected to impact loading.
The Laplace transform method can be classiﬁed into two ap-
proaches for inverse transformation: theoretical and numerical in-
verse approaches. Although the theoretical inversion is able to
yield the exact solution (ray solution), the integration in a complex
plane is difﬁcult, and the numerical calculation time is extensive.
From this perspective, the numerical Laplace inversion is needed
because inverse transforms can be obtained more easily and efﬁ-
ciently. Abundant literature is available that discusses the methods
of numerical inversion of Laplace transformation, and they can be
classiﬁed into four groups (Davies and Martin, 1979). The ﬁrst
group contains methods that represent the function using polyno-
mials. This group contains several mathematical approaches such
as Legendre polynomials (Papoulis, 1956), Jacobi polynomials
(Max et al., 1966), Chebyshev polynomials (Lanczos, 1957), and La-
guerre polynomials (Weeks, 1966). The second group contains
methods based on Gaussian quadrature formulas (Piessens,
1970). The third group is a method of trapezoidal integration along
a special integral contour (Talbot, 1979). Duffy compared three
numerical methods of the Laplace inversion and concluded that
Talbot proposed an optimum parameter selection method (Duffy,
1993). The fourth group is comprised of methods based on Fourier
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Fig. 1. Conﬁguration of the cantilever beam and the dynamic impact force.
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perform the numerical Laplace inversion (Dubner and Abate,
1968), and Durbin (1974) improved it by including the Fourier sine
transformation into the Dubner and Abate method. As a result, the
numerical error in the Durbin method is independent of time and
valid for the whole period of the series. Crump (1976) proposed a
method based on Dubner and Abate but which converged more
quickly. Honig and Hirdes (1984) made an improvement to reduce
the dependence of discretization and truncation errors on the free
parameters. Because the methods based on the Fourier series have
an excellent accuracy on a wide range of functions (Davies and
Martin, 1979), the Durbin method is used in this study to evaluate
transient responses of the Timoshenko beam.
The normal mode method (i.e., mode superposition or eigen-
function expansion), which expresses a transient response by
superposing all the steady state responses, can provide a long-time
response for numerical calculation. Traill-Nash and Collar (1953)
presented the frequency equations and mode shapes for three
types of end supports and compared them with experimental val-
ues. Anderson and Pasadena (1953) solved the transient response
for a simply supported beam problem. Han et al. (1999) analyzed
the steady state and transient responses for the Bernoulli–Euler,
Rayleigh, shear, and Timoshenko beams. Van Rensburg and Van
der Merwe (2006) discussed natural frequencies and mode shapes
of the Timoshenko beam in detail. Su and Ma (2011) investigated
the dynamic response of a simply-supported Timoshenko beam
by ray and normal mode methods. Although many investigations
of the normal mode method can be found, very few papers pre-
sented the results in close form solutions, which is signiﬁcant for
the efﬁciency of the numerical calculation for the normal mode
method. This study provides the close form solutions of the normal
mode method for the cantilever Timoshenko beam and discusses
the numerical results with the Durbin method. The methodology
proposed by Ma’s group (Lee and Ma, 1999; Ma et al., 2001; Ma
and Lee, 2006) for solving a multi-layered media problem is suc-
cessful, and the Durbin method provides the greatest promise of
inversing the Laplace transformation (Davies and Martin, 1979).
These two formulations are integrated to solve dynamics problems
of complex structures.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the solu-
tions in the Laplace transform domain and the transient responses
are obtained by the Laplace inverse transformation base on the
Durbin method. In Section 3, the normal mode method is em-
ployed to analyze the Timoshenko cantilever beam subjected to
impact loadings. Based on these two approaches, the comparison
of the transient responses for displacement, shear force and bend-
ing moment is made in Section 4. The normal mode method (the-
oretical method) is used as a standard for a convergence check for
the Laplace transform and Durbin method (numerical method).
Furthermore, the comparisons of resonant frequencies and tran-
sient responses for displacement, normal stress and shear stress
base on the Bernoulli–Euler beam, Timoshenko beam and ABAQUS
FEM are discussed in this section. Finally, a conclusion is made in
Section 5.2. Transient solutions based on the Laplace transform method
As shown in Fig. 1, a cantilever beam is considered, and the left
endpoint of the beam is denoted as node [1], while the right end-
point of the beam is node [2]. The origin of the coordinate x is set at
node [1]. The beam with length L is subjected to an interior impact
force F0H(t) at x = d, where H(t) is the Heaviside function. The tran-
sient responses of the cantilever beam will be derived and dis-
cussed by the Laplace transform method in this section and the
normal mode method in the next section.2.1. Solution in the transform domain
Based on the Timoshenko beam theory, the equations of motion
for a beam can be written as
jGA @
2ys
@x2 ¼ qA @
2ðysþybÞ
@t2
;
EI @
3yb
@x3 þ jGA @ys@x ¼ qI @
3yb
@x@t2
;
8<: ð1Þ
where E is Young’s modulus, q is the material density, A is the cross-
sectional area of the beam, I is the cross-sectional moment of iner-
tia, G is the shear modulus, j is the shear coefﬁcient, and yb and ys
denote the transverse displacements due to bending moment and
shear force, respectively. The transverse displacement is expressed
as
yðx; tÞ ¼ ybðx; tÞ þ ysðx; tÞ: ð2Þ
The bending slope of deﬂection curve, shear force, and bending mo-
ment are given, respectively, by
/ ¼ @yb
@x
; V ¼ jAG @ys
@x
; M ¼ EI @
2yb
@x2
: ð3Þ
The initial conditions are presented as
ybðx;0Þ ¼ ysðx;0Þ ¼
@ybðx;0Þ
@t
¼ @ysðx;0Þ
@t
¼ 0: ð4Þ
The boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L are as follows
y½1 ¼ yð0; tÞ ¼ 0; /½1 ¼ @ybð0; tÞ
@x
¼ 0; ð5aÞ
M½2 ¼ MðL; tÞ ¼ EI @
2ybðL; tÞ
@x2
¼ 0; V ½2 ¼ VðL; tÞ ¼ jAG @ysðL; tÞ
@x
¼ 0:
ð5bÞ
We applied the Laplace transform over time t with transform
parameter p for boundary conditions in the transform domain.
The Laplace transform of an arbitrary function f(x, t) is deﬁned by
Fðx; pÞ 
Z 1
0
f ðx; tÞeptdt; ð6Þ
where p is a positive real number, large enough to ensure the con-
vergence of the integral. By using the Laplace transform, the govern-
ing Eq. (1) become two coupled ordinary differential equations as
follows
jGA d
2 y^s
dx2
¼ qAp2ðy^s þ y^bÞ;
EI d
3 y^b
dx3
þ jGA dy^sdx ¼ qIp2 dy^bdx :
8<: ð7aÞ
Substituting y^b ¼ HðpÞ expðkxÞ and y^s ¼ LðpÞ expðkxÞ into Eq. (7a)
yields
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EIk3  qIp2k jGAk
" #
HðpÞ
LðpÞ
 
¼ 0
0
 
: ð7bÞ
The characteristic equation of k for the nontrivial solution of Eq.
(7b) is given as follows:
ðjGqA2p2 þ IAq2p4Þk ðEIqAp2 þ jGAqIp2Þk3 þ jGAEIk5 ¼ 0:
ð7cÞ
The roots of the characteristic equation are
kjðpÞ ¼ B
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
pþ ð1ÞjD
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2  a2
ph i1
2
; j ¼ 1;2; ð8Þ
where
B ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c21 þ c22
q
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
c1c2
; D ¼ c
2
1  c22
 
c21 þ c22
  ; C ¼ 1
ðc1rgÞ2
; a ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
C
p
c21c
2
2
c21  c22
; c1
¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
E
q
s
; c2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jG
q
s
;
and rg is the radius of cross-sectional gyration. The general solutions
are given by
y^bðx;pÞ ¼ t1þðpÞek1x þ t1ðpÞek1x þ t2þðpÞek2x þ t2ðpÞek2x; ð9aÞ
y^sðx;pÞ ¼ a1ðpÞ½t1þðpÞek1x þ t1ðpÞek1x
þ a2ðpÞ½t2þðpÞek2x þ t2ðpÞek2x; ð9bÞ
where
aj ¼
p2  c21k2j
c21c
2
2C
; j ¼ 1;2:
The Timoshenko beam has two propagating wave modes: one with
k1 and the other with k2. The imaginary part of p corresponds to the
circular frequency, while the imaginary part of kj corresponds to the
wave number. Fig. 2 presents the dispersion relation of the Timo-
shenko beam. The four unknown coefﬁcients t1+, t1, t2+ and t2
in Eqs. (9a) and (9b) can be determined by substituting four bound-
ary conditions. The subscripts 1 and 2 denote the wave modes, and
the subscripts + and  denote whether the wave propagates in the
increasing or decreasing x direction, respectively. Hence from Eqs.
(2), (3), (9a), and (9b), we have1 bc =c
mode 2
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Fig. 2. Dispersion relation for elastic waves in a Timoshenko beam.y^ðxÞ
/^ðxÞbV ðxÞbMðxÞ
266664
377775 ¼
M11ðxÞ M12ðxÞ M13ðxÞ M14ðxÞ
M21ðxÞ M22ðxÞ M23ðxÞ M24ðxÞ
M31ðxÞ M32ðxÞ M33ðxÞ M34ðxÞ
M41ðxÞ M42ðxÞ M43ðxÞ M44ðxÞ
26664
37775
t1þ
t2þ
t1
t2
26664
37775; ð10Þ
where the Mij are phase-related receiver elements
M11ðxÞ¼ð1þa1Þek1x; M12ðxÞ¼ð1þa2Þek2x; M13ðxÞ¼ð1þa1Þek1x;
M14ðxÞ¼ð1þa2Þek2x; M21ðxÞ¼k1ek1x; M22ðxÞ¼k2ek2x; M23ðxÞ¼k1ek1x;
M24ðxÞ¼k2ek2x; M31ðxÞ¼jAGa1k1ek1x; M32ðxÞ¼jAGa2k2ek2x;
M33ðxÞ¼jAGa1k1ek1x; M34ðxÞ¼jAGa2k2ek2x; M41ðxÞ¼EIk21ek1x;
M42ðxÞ¼EIk22ek2x; M43ðxÞ¼EIk21ek1x; M44ðxÞ¼EIk22ek2x:
We deﬁne the global ﬁeld vector c, the response vector b, and the
phase-related receiver matrix Rcv as follows:
cðpÞ
t1þ
t2þ
t1
t2
26664
37775; bðx;pÞ
y^ðxÞ
/^ðxÞbV ðxÞbMðxÞ
266664
377775; Rcv ðx;pÞ
M11ðxÞ M12ðxÞ M13ðxÞ M14ðxÞ
M21ðxÞ M22ðxÞ M23ðxÞ M24ðxÞ
M31ðxÞ M32ðxÞ M33ðxÞ M34ðxÞ
M41ðxÞ M42ðxÞ M43ðxÞ M44ðxÞ
26664
37775:
ð11Þ
Therefore, Eq. (10) can be rewritten into the following matrix form
bðx;pÞ ¼ Rcvðx;pÞcðpÞ: ð12Þ
Once the global ﬁeld vector c is determined by boundary conditions,
the solutions in the Laplace transform domain (i.e., the response
vector b) can be obtained after relating c with the phase-related re-
ceiver matrix Rcv, which is exactly the coefﬁcient matrix M.
In order to write the boundary conditions into the matrix form,
the displacement-force vector t^ is deﬁned as
t^ðpÞ ¼
y^½1
/^½1bM ½2bV ½2
266664
377775: ð13Þ
Therefore, Eqs. (5a) and (5b) are represented in a more compact
form as
Mc ¼ t^; ð14Þ
where the coefﬁcient matrix M is a 4  4 matrix and can be pre-
sented by Lee and Ma (1999)
M ¼ Dþ L þ U ¼ D1 U1
L2 D2
 
; ð15Þ
where
D1 ¼
M11ð0Þ M12ð0Þ
M21ð0Þ M22ð0Þ
 
; D2 ¼
M33ðLÞ M34ðLÞ
M43ðLÞ M44ðLÞ
 
;
U1 ¼
M13ð0Þ M14ð0Þ
M23ð0Þ M24ð0Þ
 
; L2 ¼
M31ðLÞ M32ðLÞ
M41ðLÞ M42ðLÞ
 
; ð16Þ
and
D ¼
M11ð0Þ M12ð0Þ 0 0
M21ð0Þ M22ð0Þ 0 0
0 0 M33ðLÞ M34ðLÞ
0 0 M43ðLÞ M44ðLÞ
2666664
3777775;
U ¼
0 0 M13ð0Þ M14ð0Þ
0 0 M23ð0Þ M24ð0Þ
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
2666664
3777775;
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0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
M31ðLÞ M32ðLÞ 0 0
M41ðLÞ M42ðLÞ 0 0
26664
37775: ð17Þ
From Eq. (14), the global ﬁeld vector c is given by:
c ¼ M1t^: ð18Þ
The inverse of the coefﬁcient matrixM is represented by extracting
the diagonal block matrix D out of the expression as
M ¼ DðI RÞ; ð19Þ
where
R ¼ D1ðL þ UÞ: ð20Þ
Therefore, the global ﬁeld vector c is represented by
c ¼ ðI RÞ1s; ð21Þ
where the source vector s is
s ¼ D1 t^: ð22Þ
Because the impact force F0H(t) is applied to the interior of the
beam, it is necessary to modify the source vector s presented in Eq.
(22). The waves radiate from the source into two directions and
will later become incident waves in successive reﬂections at the
boundary. The source vector includes the waves propagating in
both directions and is denoted by s⁄ to distinguish it from the
source function of boundary loading, s. All the reﬂected waves
are contained in the term (I  R)1s⁄. However, the (I  R)1s⁄
takes one unnecessary term s0 into account because it includes
the source ray from both the left and right hand side of the impact
force. After the source ray is subtracted, the solution for an inte-
rior impact force at x = d in Laplace transform domain is expressed
as
bðxÞ ¼ RcvðxÞðI RÞ1s  RcvðxÞs0: ð23Þ
where s0 is given by
s0ðx;pÞ ¼ ðsþðdÞ 0ÞT ; if 0 < x < d; ð24aÞ
s0ðx;pÞ ¼ ð0 sðdÞÞT ; if d < x < L; ð24bÞ
and s⁄ is represented as
sðx;pÞ ¼ ðsþðdÞ sðdÞÞT ; for all x: ð25Þ
The problem can be treated as an inﬁnite beam subjected to an
interior impact force before the source ray radiates from the
boundary. Then, s+(d) = (t1+ t2+) and s(d) = (t1 t2) can be ob-
tained from the problem depicted in Fig. 3a. The equivalent prob-Fig. 3a. Inﬁnite Timoshenko beam subjelem of Fig. 3a is Fig. 3b, which divides the impact force F0H(t)
into two equal parts F0H(t)/2 acting on each semi-inﬁnite beam.
Because of symmetry, only the right half of the beam x0 P 0 in
Fig. 3b needs to be considered (Miklowitz, 1978). The boundary
conditions at x0 = 0 are represented by
@ysð0; tÞ
@x0
¼ F0HðtÞ
2jGA
;
@ybð0; tÞ
@x0
¼ 0: ð26aÞ
Applying the Laplace transform to Eq. (26a) gives
dy^sð0;pÞ
dx0
¼ F0
2pjGA
;
dy^bð0; pÞ
dx0
¼ 0: ð26bÞ
In addition, the general solution for this semi-inﬁnite beam is ex-
pressed as
y^0bðx0;pÞ ¼ t01þek1x
0 þ t02þek2x
0
;
y^0sðx0;pÞ ¼ a1t01þek1x
0 þ a2t02þek2x
0
:
(
ð27aÞ
Substituting Eq. (27a) into Eq. (26b) yields
t01þ ¼ 
F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ; t02þ ¼ F02EIpk2 k22  k21  : ð27bÞ
From the symmetry, the solution for the inﬁnite beam shown in
Fig. 3a is obtained as follows
y^0bðx0;pÞ ¼ 
F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ek1x0  F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ek1x0
þ F0
2EIpk2 k22  k21
  ek2x0 þ F0
2EIpk2 k22  k21
  ek2x0 ;
y^0sðx0;pÞ ¼ 
a1F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ek1x0  a1F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ek1x0
þ a2F0
2EIpk2 k22  k21
  ek2x0 þ a2F0
2EIpk2 k22  k21
  ek2x0 : ð28Þ
Because the problem of a cantilever beam subjected to an impact
force at x = d is considered, it is convenient to translate the origin
of the coordinate x into node [1]. Therefore, Eq. (28) becomes
y^bðx; pÞ ¼  F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ek1ðxdÞ  F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ek1ðxdÞ
þ F0
2EIpk2 k22  k21
  ek2ðxdÞ þ F0
2EIpk2 k22  k21
  ek2ðxdÞ;
y^sðx; pÞ ¼  a1F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ek1ðxdÞ  a1F0
2EIpk1 k22  k21
  ek1ðxdÞ
þ a2F0
2EIpk2 k22  k21
  ek2ðxdÞ þ a2F0
2EIpk2 k22  k21
  ek2ðxdÞ:
ð29Þ
The source term (ray) is thus obtained from Eqs. (24), (25) and (29)
as followscted to the transverse impact force.
Fig. 3b. Equivalent problem.
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s0ðx; pÞ ¼ 0 0 t1 t2ð ÞT ; for d < x < L;
sðx; pÞ ¼ t1þ t2þ t1 t2ð ÞT ; for all x;
ð30Þ
where
t1þ ¼  F02EIpk1 k22k21ð Þ e
k1d; t1 ¼  F02EIpk1 k22k21ð Þ e
k1d;
t2þ ¼ F02EIpk2 k22k21ð Þ e
k2d; t2 ¼ F02EIpk2 k22k21ð Þ e
k2d:
8<:
It is noted that the formulation used in this study to solve the
boundary value problem (i.e., Eqs. 10–25)) is effective and can be
extended to solve complex structures such as multi-span beam
problems without difﬁculty.
The analytical solutions in the Laplace transform domain are
explicitly presented as follows
y^¼F0ej1 4ðej2 þ ej3 Þs3þ4ðej4  ej5 Þs4þ2ðej6  ej7 þ ej8  ej9 Þs7

þ2ðej10 þ ej11  ej12 Þs8þ2ej13 s9þ2ðej14  ej15 Þs11þ2ðej16  ej17 Þs12
þ2ðej18  ej19 Þs13þ2ðej20  ej21 Þs14ðej22  ej23 Þs19þðej24  ej25 Þs20
þðej26  ej27 Þs21þðej28  ej29 Þs22þðej30  ej31 Þs25ðej32  ej33 Þs26
þ ej34  ej35 Þs27þðej36  ej37 Þs28
 
= 2EApr2gk1k2s29 ðej38 þ ej39 Þs30
n
þ ej40 þ ej41 Þs314ej42s33
 	
; ð31aÞ
@y^s
@x
¼F0ej1 4ðej2 þ ej3 Þs34þ4ðej4 þ ej5 Þs35þ2ðej6 þ ej7 Þs36

þ2ðej8 þ ej9 Þs37þ2ðej10 þ ej11 Þs382ðej12 þ ej13 Þs39þ2ðej14 þ ej15 Þs40
2ðej16 þ ej17 Þs41þ2ðej18 þ ej19 Þs42þ2ðej20 þ ej21 Þs43ðej22 þ ej23 Þs44
 ej24 þ ej25 Þs45ðej26 þ ej27 Þs46ðej28 þ ej29 Þs47ðej30 þ ej31 Þs48

þ ej32 þ ej33 Þs49
 ðej34 þ ej35 Þs50þðej36 þ ej37 Þs51
= 2EIpk1k2s29 ðej38 þ ej39 Þs30þðej40 þ ej41 Þs314ej42 s33
 
 	
; ð31bÞ
s^xy ¼ 3
bV
2A
¼3jGF0ej1 4ðej2 þ ej3 Þs34þ4ðej4 þ ej5 Þs35

þ2ðej6 þ ej7 Þs36þ2ðej8 þ ej9 Þs37þ2ðej10 þ ej11 Þs382ðej12 þ ej13 Þs39
þ2ðej14 þ ej15 Þs402ðej16 þ ej17 Þs41þ2ðej18 þ ej19 Þs42
þ2ðej20 þ ej21 Þs43ðej22 þ ej23 Þs44ðej24 þ ej25 Þs45ðej26 þ ej27 Þs46
 ej28 þ ej29 Þs47ðej30 þ ej31 Þs48þðej32 þ ej33 Þs49
 ðej34 þ ej35 Þs50
þ ej36 þ ej37 Þs51
 
= 4EIApk1k2s29 ðej38 þ ej39 Þs30þðej40 þ ej41 Þs31


4ej42s33
	
; ð31cÞ
@2y^b
@x2
¼ F0ej1 4ðej2  ej3 Þs52  4ðej4  ej5 Þs53 þ 2ðej6  ej7 Þs54

þ 2ðej8  ej9 Þs55  2ðej10  ej11 Þs56 þ 2ðej12  ej13 Þs57
 2ðej14  ej15 Þs58  2ðej16  ej17 Þs59  2ðej18  ej19 Þs60
 2ðej20  ej21 Þs61 þ ðej22  ej23 Þs62 þ ðej24  ej25 Þs63
 ðej26  ej27 Þs64 þ ðej28  ej29 Þs65 þ ðej30  ej31 Þs66  ðej32  ej33 Þs67
 ðej34  ej35 Þs68  ðej36  ej37 Þs69Þ= 2EIpk1k2s29 ðej38 þ ej39 Þs30


þ ej40 þ ej41 Þs31  4ej42s33
 	
; ð31dÞr^xx ¼ 6
bM
bh2
¼ 3F0ej1 4ðej2  ej3 Þs52  4ðej4  ej5 Þs53 þ 2ðej6  ej7 Þs54

þ 2ðej8  ej9 Þs55  2ðej10  ej11 Þs56 þ 2ðej12  ej13 Þs57
 2ðej14  ej15 Þs58  2ðej16  ej17 Þs59  2ðej18  ej19 Þs60
 2ðej20  ej21 Þs61 þ ðej22  ej23 Þs62 þ ðej24  ej25 Þs63
 ðej26  ej27 Þs64 þ ðej28  ej29 Þs65 þ ðej30  ej31 Þs66
 ðej32  ej33 Þs67  ðej34  ej35 Þs68  ðej36  ej37 Þs69Þ
= Ahpk1k2s29 ðej38 þ ej39 Þs30 þ ðej40 þ ej41 Þs31  4ej42 s33
 
 	
: ð31eÞ
The functions j1–j42 and s1–s69 expressed in Eqs. (31a)–(31e) are
explicitly presented in Appendix A. Note that we use the relation
of shear stress s^xy ¼ 3bV2A in Eq. (31c) to calculate the shear stress at
the midpoint of the beam’s cross section, while we apply the rela-
tion r^xx ¼ 6bMbh2 in Eq. (31e) to evaluate the normal stress on the sur-
face of the beam. These two relations for stress are restricted to a
beam with a rectangular cross section.
2.2. Laplace inversion using the Durbin method
The boundary value problem has been solved in the previous
section in the transform domain, the transient response can be ob-
tained by applying the Laplace inverse transformation as follows:
f ðx; tÞ  1
2pi
Z cþi1
ci1
Fðx;pÞeptdp: ð32Þ
In view of the result for the solutions in the transform domain
as presented in Eq. (31), it is impossible to invert the transforma-
tion from the analytical method. Hence, the numerical method
for the Laplace inverse transformation is used in this study. The La-
place transform parameter p can be represented by p = n + ix, and
we have ept = ent(cosxt + isinxt). As a result, the solution in La-
place transform domain can be separated into real part and imag-
inary part functions as follows (Durbin, 1974)
Fðx; nþ ixÞ ¼ Re½Fðx; nþ ixÞ þ iIm½Fðx; nþ ixÞ; ð33Þ
where
Re½Fðx; nþ ixÞ ¼
Z 1
0
ent f ðx; tÞ cosxtdt; ð34aÞ
Im½Fðx; nþ ixÞ ¼ 
Z 1
0
f ðx; tÞent sinxtdt: ð34bÞ
Let dp = idx, then Eq. (32) can be rewritten into the following form
f ðx;tÞ¼ e
nt
2p
Z 1
1
Re½Fðx;nþ ixÞcosxt Im½Fðx;nþ ixÞsinxtf gdx

þ i
Z 1
1
Re½Fðx;nþ ixÞsinxtþ Im½Fðx;nþ ixÞcosxtf gdx

: ð35Þ
After utilizing the variable change, trigonometric quantity, and
characteristic of the complex conjugate to Eq. (35), we have
f ðx; tÞ ¼ e
nt
p
Z 1
0
Re½Fðx; nþ ixÞ cosxtf
 Im½Fðx; nþ ixÞ sinxtgdx: ð36Þ
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0
Re½Fðx; nþ ixÞ cosxt þ Im½Fðx; nþ ixÞ sinxtf gdx ¼ 0:
ð37Þ
From Eqs. (36) and (37), the function f(x, t) can be expressed by
f ðx; tÞ ¼ 2e
nt
p
Z 1
0
Re½Fðx; nþ ixÞ cosxtdx; ð38aÞ
f ðx; tÞ ¼ 2e
nt
p
Z 1
0
Im½Fðx; nþ ixÞ sinxtdx: ð38bÞ
It is noted that Eqs. (34) and (38) are two transform pairs. A real
function h(x, t) with the property h(x, t) = 0 is deﬁned for t < 0 such
that (Dubner and Abate, 1968)
hðx; tÞ ¼ entf ðx; tÞ: ð39Þ
Consider the function h(x, t) in separate time intervals such as (nT,
(n + 1)T) and deﬁne an inﬁnite set functions constituted by gn(x, t)
with time period 2T as follows
for n = 1,3,5, . . .
gnðx; tÞ ¼
hðx; ðnþ 1ÞT þ tÞ; T 6 t 6 0; ðaÞ
hðx; ðnþ 1ÞT  tÞ; 0 6 t 6 T; ðbÞ
hðx; ðn 1ÞT þ tÞ; T 6 t 6 2T; ðcÞ
8><>: ð40Þ
for n = 0,2,4, . . .
gnðx; tÞ ¼
hðx;nT  tÞ; T 6 t 6 0; ðaÞ
hðx;nT þ tÞ; 0 6 t 6 T; ðbÞ
hðx; ðnþ 2ÞT  tÞ; T 6 t 6 2T: ðcÞ
8><>: ð41Þ
Expanding gn(x, t) into Fourier cosine series, we obtain
gnðx; tÞ ¼
An;0
2
þ
X1
k¼1
An;k cosxkt; ð42Þ
where xk ¼ kpT . The coefﬁcients of the Fourier cosine series in Eq.
(42) are given by
An;k ¼ 2T
Z ðnþ1ÞT
nT
hðx; tÞ cosxktdt: ð43Þ
From Eqs. (39) and (43), we haveX1
n¼1
An;k ¼ 2T
Z 1
0
ent f ðx; tÞ cosxktdt: ð44Þ
Moreover, Eqs. (34a) and (44) show that
X1
n¼1
An;k ¼ 2T RefFðx; nþ ixkÞg: ð45Þ
Therefore,X1
n¼0
entgnðx; tÞ ¼
2ent
T
1
2
RefFðx; nÞg þ
X1
k¼1
RefFðx; nþ ixkÞg cosxkt
" #
:
ð46Þ
From Eqs. 39, (40b), (40c), (41b), (41c)X1
n¼0
entgnðx; tÞ ¼ f ðx; tÞ þ
X1
k¼1
e2nkT ½f ðx;2kT þ tÞ
þ e2nt f ðx;2kT  tÞ: ð47aÞ
ERROR 1 is deﬁned as follows:
ERROR 1ðx; n; t; TÞ ¼
X1
k¼1
e2nkT ½f ðx;2kT þ tÞ þ e2nt f ðx;2kT  tÞ;
ð47bÞafter which Eq. (47a) is therefore represented by
X1
n¼0
entgnðx; tÞ ¼ f ðx; tÞ þ ERROR 1: ð47cÞ
From Eqs. (46) and (47), the following holds for 0 6 t 6 2T
f ðx; tÞ þ ERROR 1ðx; n; t; TÞ ¼ 2e
nt
T
1
2
RefFðx; nÞg

þ
X1
k¼1
Re F x; nþ i kp
T
  
cos
kp
T
t
#
: ð48Þ
The Dubner and Abate method evaluates f(x, t) by the right hand
side of Eq. (48), so that the numerical results are accompanied with
ERROR 1. which increases exponentially with t, and is only valid for
t 6 T/2 in numerical simulations (Dubner and Abate, 1968; Durbin,
1974).
Durbin improved the Dubner and Abate method by taking the
Fourier sine series into account to eliminate the exponential incre-
ment of the numerical error term in Eq. (47b). Similar to the ﬁrst
step of the Dubner and Abate method when considering the func-
tion h(x, t) in separate time intervals such as (nT, (n + 1)T), an inﬁ-
nite set of odd functions constituted by kn(x, t) with time period 2T
are deﬁned as follows (Durbin, 1974):
for n = 1,3,5, . . .
knðx; tÞ ¼
hðx; ðnþ 1ÞT þ tÞ; T 6 t 6 0; ðaÞ
hðx; ðnþ 1ÞT  tÞ; 0 6 t 6 T; ðbÞ
hðx; ðn 1ÞT þ tÞ; T 6 t 6 2T: ðcÞ
8><>: ð49Þ
for n = 0,2,4, . . .
knðx; tÞ ¼
hðx;nT  tÞ; T 6 t 6 0; ðaÞ
hðx;nT þ tÞ; 0 6 t 6 T; ðbÞ
hðx; ðnþ 2ÞT  tÞ; T 6 t 6 2T: ðcÞ
8><>: ð50Þ
Expand kn(x, t) into a Fourier sine series as
knðx; tÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
Bn;k sinxkt: ð51Þ
The coefﬁcients of the Fourier sine series are expressed by
Bn;k ¼ 2T
Z ðnþ1ÞT
nT
hðx; tÞ sinxktdt: ð52Þ
Furthermore, from Eqs. (39) and (52)
X1
n¼0
Bn;k ¼ 2T
Z 1
0
ent f ðx; tÞ sinxktdt ¼ 2T ImfFðx; nþ ixkÞg: ð53Þ
Eqs. (51) and (53) yield
X1
n¼0
entknðx; tÞ ¼ 2e
nt
T
X1
k¼0
ImfFðx; nþ ixkÞg sinxkt: ð54Þ
From Eqs. (39), (49b), (49c), (50b), (50c), (54), we have the following
equation which holds for 0 6 t 6 2T
f ðx; tÞ þ
X1
k¼1
e2nkT ½f ðx;2kT þ tÞ  e2nt f ðx;2kT  tÞ
¼ 2e
nt
T
X1
k¼0
Im F x; nþ i kp
T
  
sin
kp
T
t
" #
: ð55Þ
Summing half of both sides of Eqs. (48) and (55) gives the following
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X1
k¼1
e2nkT f ðx;2kT þ tÞ
¼ e
nt
T
1
2
RefFðx; nÞg þ
X1
k¼1
Re F x; nþ i kp
T
  
cos
kp
T
t
"

X1
k¼0
Im F x; nþ i kp
T
  
sin
kp
T
t
#
: ð56Þ
The Durbin method inverses the Laplace transform using Eq.
(56) and ignores the term
P1
k¼1e
2nkT f ðx;2kT þ tÞ, which is the
numerical error of this approach. It is noted that the error termP1
k¼1e
2nkT f ðx;2kT þ tÞ 6 C=ðe2nT  1Þ if f(x, t) < C, where C is a con-
stant (Durbin, 1974). Hence, the numerical error of the Durbin
method no longer increases exponentially with t like the Dubner
and Abate methods. As a result, the Durbin method is more appro-
priate than the Dubner and Abate methods to be used for the La-
place inversion.
3. Transient solutions based on the normal mode method
3.1. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
Due to the classiﬁcation of two type of eigenvalues (i.e., two
mode waves) of the Timoshenko beam, the total displacement y
and the bending slope of the deﬂection curve / (i.e., / = oyb/@x)
are used as independent variables instead of yb and ys in the normal
mode method. The governing equations of the Timoshenko beam
are presented in the following form
jGA @
2y
@x2  @/@x
 
 qA @2y
@t2
¼ Fðx; tÞ;
EI @
2/
@x2 þ jGA @y@x  /
  qI @2/
@t2
¼ Mðx; tÞ:
8<: ð57Þ
To construct the general solutions of this problem, we set
y(x, t) = y(x)eixt and /(x, t) = /(x)eixt and substituted it into the
homogeneous governing equations, which become the two coupled
ordinary differential equations as
c22 d
2y
dx2
þ c22 d/dx ¼ x2y;
c21 d
2/
dx2
 a dydx þ a/ ¼ x2/;
8<: ð58Þ
where a = jGA/Iq. Setting [y /]Texp(mx) as a solution and substitut-
ing it into Eq. (58), the characteristic equation for nontrivial solu-
tions is obtained as (Van Rensburg and Van der Merwe, 2006)
m4 þ 1
c21
kþ 1
c22
k
 
m2  1
c21r2g
k 1
c21c
2
2
k2
 !
¼ 0; ð59Þ
where k x2. The roots m of the characteristic Eq. (59) are
m2 ¼ 1
2
k
1
c21
þ 1
c22
 
ð1 D1=2Þ;
where
D ¼
1
c2
1
 1
c2
2
 2
þ 4
c2
1
c2
2
 
a
k
 
1
c21
þ 1
c22
 2 :
Note that m2 can be equal to, less than, or greater than zero, which
determines the form of the eigenfunction. Therefore, three cases
(i.e., k < a, k = a, k > a) are considered as follows:
Case 1:k < a
There are two real and two imaginary roots. Denoting the roots
of Eq. (59) by ±l and ±hi, the general solution of the system is ex-
pressed byyðxÞ
/ðxÞ
 
¼ A
sinhlx
c22l
2þk
c22l
coshlx
24 35þ B coshlxc22l2þk
c22l
sinhlx
24 35
þ C
sin hx
c22h
2k
c22h
cos hx
" #
þ D
cos hx
c22h
2þk
c22h
sin hx
" #
; ð60Þ
where
l2 ¼ 1
2
k
1
c21
þ 1
c22
 
ðD1=2  1Þ: ð61Þ
Using the boundary conditions y(0) = 0 and /(0) = 0 to Eq. (60), we
obtain
B ¼ D;A ¼ k c
2
2h
2 l
kþ c22l2
 
h
C: ð62Þ
Next, utilizing the boundary conditions V(L, t) = 0 and M(L, t) = 0
gives
g4 g5
g2l
h sinhlLþ g2 sin hL g1 coshlLþ g2 cos hL
" #
C
D
 
¼ 0
0
 
;
ð63Þ
where
g1 ¼
jG
q
l2 þ k
 
; g2 ¼ k
jG
q
h2
 
;
g4 ¼
g2
g1h
coshlLþ 1
h
cos hL; g5 ¼
1
h
sin hL 1
l
sinhlL:
kis an eigenvalue if and only if the determinant is zero. Hence, the
characteristic equation is expressed as follows:
g1
g2
þ g2
g1
 
coshlL cos hLþ h
l
 l
h
 
sinhlL sin hL ¼ 2: ð64Þ
Note that zero eigenvalues represent the rigid body motion, so in
the case of a cantilever beam, all the eigenvalues are positive. The
corresponding eigenfunction is represented by
yðxÞ
/ðxÞ
 
¼
g2l
g1h
sinhlx g4g5 coshlxþ sin hxþ
g4
g5
cos hx
g2
c2
2
h
coshlx g1g4
c2
2
lg5
sinhlx g2
c2
2
h
cos hxþ g2g4
c2
2
g8
sin hx
24 35;
ð65Þ
where
g8 ¼ sin hL
h
l
sinhlL:
Case 2: k = a
The roots of Eq. (59) are 0 (with multiplicity 2), and the other
two imaginary roots are denoted by ±hi. The general solution is
represented in the following form
yðxÞ
/ðxÞ
 
¼ A 0
1
 
þ B 1AL2
I x
" #
þ C
sin hx
c22h
2k
c22h
cos hx
" #
þ D
cos hx
c22h2þk
c2
2
h
sin hx
" #
:
ð66Þ
Applying the boundary conditions y(0) = 0 and /(0) = 0 to Eq. (66)
yields
B ¼ D; A ¼ k c
2
2h
2
c22h
C: ð67Þ
From the boundary conditions V(L, t) = 0 and M(L, t) = 0, we have
h k
c22h
þ k
c22h
cos hL AL
3
I  kc22h sin hL
k
c22
 h2
 
sin hL  AL2I þ kc22  h
2
 
cos hL
264
375 C
D
 
¼ 0
0
 
: ð68Þ
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 AL
2
I
hþ k
2
c42h
 kh
c22
þ AL
2k
c22Ih
 AL
3
I
k
c22
 h2
 
sin hL
þ 2 kh
c22
 h3  k
2
c42h
 AL
2k
c22Ih
 !
cos hL ¼ 0: ð69Þ
The corresponding eigenfunction is represented as follows:
yðxÞ
/ðxÞ
" #
¼
sin hx
k
c2
2
h2
 
sin hL
AL2
I þ h2 kc2
2
 
cos hL
ð1 cos hxÞ
g2
c22h
 g2 sin hL
c22
Ig2
AL2
cos hL
x g2
c22h
cos hxþ g22 sin hL
c22h
AL2c2
2
I g2 cos hL
  sin hx
2666666664
3777777775
:
ð70Þ
Case 3: k > a
We have four imaginary roots. Denoting the roots of Eq. (59) by
±wi and ±hi, the general solution of the system is expressed as
follows:
yðxÞ
/ðxÞ
 
¼ A
sinwx
c22w
2k
c2
2
w
coswx
" #
þ B
coswx
c22w2þk
c22w
sinwx
" #
þ C
sin hx
c22h
2k
c22h
cos hx
" #
þ D
cos hx
c22h2þk
c22h
sin hx
" #
; ð71Þ
where
w2 ¼ 1
2
k
1
c21
þ 1
c22
 
ð1 D1=2Þ: ð72Þ
For all cases:
h2 ¼ 1
2
k
1
c21
þ 1
c22
 
ð1þ D1=2Þ: ð73Þ
From the boundary conditions y(0) = 0 and /(0) = 0, Eq. (71)
gives
B ¼ D; A ¼ k c
2
2h
2 w
c22w
2  k hC: ð74Þ
For the boundary conditions V(L, t) = 0 and M(L, t) = 0, we have
g6 g7
 g2wh sinwLþ g2 sin hL g3 coswLþ g2 cos hL
" #
C
D
" #
¼
0
0
" #
;
ð75Þ
where
g3 ¼ k
jG
q
w2
 
; g6 ¼
g2
g3h
coswL 1
h
cos hL;
g7 ¼
1
w
sinwL 1
h
sin hL:
Similarly, k is an eigenvalue if and only if the determinant is zero. As
a result, the characteristic equation is presented as
g3
g2
þ g2
g3
 
coswL cos hLþ h
w
þ w
h
 
sinwL sin hL ¼ 2: ð76Þ
The corresponding eigenfunction is represented as follows:yðxÞ
/ðxÞ
" #
¼
sin hxþ g6g7 cos hx
g2w
g3h
sinwx g6g7 coswx
 g2
c22h
cos hxþ g2g6
c22g10
sin hxþ g2
c22h
coswx g3g6h
c22g10w
sinwx
264
375;
ð77Þ
where
g10 ¼
h
w
sinwL sin hL:
Note that w = h is the only possible case for double eigenvalues of
this problem, but the relation w = h would result in a paradox.
Therefore, the eigenvalues k for a cantilever beam are all simple
eigenvalues. In addition, the characteristic equations, i.e., Eqs.
(64), (69), (76), must be solved numerically (Van Rensburg and
Van der Merwe, 2006). The orthogonal conditions of eigenfunctions
for the Timoshenko beam are given byZ L
0
ðqAymyn þ qI/m/nÞdx ¼ 0; ð78ÞZ L
0
EI
d/m
dx
d/n
dx
þ jGA d
2ym
dx2
 d/m
dx
 !
d2yn
dx2
 d/n
dx
 !" #
dx ¼ 0: ð79Þ3.2. Eigenfunction expansion
The eigenfunction expansion is used to construct the transient
solution as follows:
yðx; tÞ ¼ P1
n¼1
ynðtÞTnðtÞ;
/ðx; tÞ ¼ P1
n¼1
/nðtÞTnðtÞ:
8>><>>: ð80Þ
Substituting Eqs. (65), (70), (77), (80) to the governing equation (i.e.,
Eq. (57)) and using integration by parts, orthogonal conditions of
eigenfunctions, and the initial conditions yields
TnðtÞ ¼ F0ynðdÞHðtÞ
kn qI
R L
0 /
2
nðxÞdxþ qA
R L
0 y
2
nðxÞdx
h i ðcos ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃknp t  1Þ: ð81Þ
It is noted that the terms
R L
0 /
2
nðxÞdx and
R L
0 y
2
nðxÞdx in Eq. (81) are the
key factors that will inﬂuence the numerical calculation time. If
these two integrations can be performed to yield an explicit math-
ematical form, the normal mode method then has advantages that
enable the numerical calculation of the transient response. How-
ever, if any of the integrals
R L
0 /
2
nðxÞdx and
R L
0 y
2
nðxÞdx has to be eval-
uated by numerical methods, the computation time for the normal
mode method will be signiﬁcantly increased. In order to have accu-
rate results with less calculation time, two integrations
R L
0 /
2
nðxÞdx
and
R L
0 y
2
nðxÞdx are performed, and explicit results are obtained.
The analytical normal mode solutions with explicit forms of the
cantilever beam subjected to impact loadings are given as follows:
yðx;tÞ¼
X
kn<a
F0X5ðdÞX5ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
knðqIX1þqAX2Þ þ
X
kn>a
F0X6ðdÞX6ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
knðqIX3þqAX4Þ ; ð82Þ
@yðx;tÞ
@x
/¼@ysðx;tÞ
@x
¼
X
kn<a
F0X5ðdÞX7ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
knðqIX1þqAX2Þ þ
X
kn>a
F0X6ðdÞX8ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
knðqIX3þqAX4Þ ; ð83Þ
sxy¼3V2A¼
X
kn<a
3jGF0X5ðdÞX7ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
2knðqIX1þqAX2Þ þ
X
kn>a
3jGF0X6ðdÞX8ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
2knðqIX3þqAX4Þ ; ð84Þ
@uðx;tÞ
@x
¼@
2ybðx;tÞ
@x2
¼
X
kn<a
F0X5ðdÞX9ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
knðqIX1þqAX2Þ þ
X
kn>a
F0X6ðdÞX10ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
knðqIX3þqAX4Þ ; ð85Þ
rxx¼6M
bh2
¼
X
kn<a
EhF0X5ðdÞX9ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
2knðqIX1þqAX2Þ þ
X
kn>a
EhF0X6ðdÞX10ðxÞðcos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
p
t1Þ
2knðqIX3þqAX4Þ : ð86Þ
The functions X1–X10, expressed in Eqs. (82)–(86), are explicitly
presented in Appendix B.
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Fig. 4b. The displacement response obtained by the normal mode method.
Fig. 4c. The shear force response obtained by the Durbin method.
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4.1. Comparison of the transient responses for the Laplace and normal
mode methods
In this section, we set c1 = 1.8c2 for numerical calculation, and
the dimensionless beam length (i.e., the slender ratio) is Lr =
L/rg = 10. The impact force is applied at d = Lr/2 = 5, and the dimen-
sionless locations of the receiver are xr = x/rg = 2 and xr = x/rg = 8. In
addition, the parameters T = 140 and a = 10/T are chosen for the
Durbin numerical method.
Fig. 4 shows the transient results of the displacement, shear
force, and bending moment obtained using two approaches.
Fig. 4a is the long time displacement transient response obtained
from the Durbin method with a summation of 2000 terms.
Fig. 4b is the displacement result from the normal mode solution
summed with 1543 terms. Figs. 4c and 4d are the transient re-
sponses for the shear force obtained by the Durbin method
(30,000 terms) and the normal mode solution (50,000 terms). Figs.
4e and 4f are the transient responses of the bending moment from
the Durbin method (1000 terms) and the normal mode solution
(500 terms). As shown in 4, the numerical calculations from the
two approaches have the same result, which indicates that the the-
oretical solutions and the numerical results for the Durbin and nor-
mal mode methods are all correct. We can see that the transient
displacement at the receiver xr = 8 (near the free end) is much lar-
ger than that at xr = 2 (near the ﬁxed end). However, the shear force
and bending moment at the receiver xr = 2 is much larger than that
at xr = 8. The computation times for Figs. spsﬁg4a,spsﬁg4b,sps-
ﬁg4c,spsﬁg4d,spsﬁg4e,spsﬁg4f are 5 h, 25 min, 5 h, 4 h, 10 min,
and 3 min, respectively. Therefore, the normal mode method is
more efﬁcient than the Durbin method in calculating transient re-
sponses of a cantilever Timoshenko beam. This is mainly due to the
fact that the integrals
R L
0 /
2
nðxÞdx and
R L
0 y
2
nðxÞdx in Eq. (81) can be
represented in explicit forms (i.e., X1, X2, X3, X4). However, for
more complicated structures, it is almost impossible to obtain
the integrals
R L
0 /
2
nðxÞdx and
R L
0 y
2
nðxÞdx in explicit forms because of
the increasing complexity of the eigenfunctions. Hence, the Durbin
method is more appropriate than the normal mode method for the
computational efﬁciency and accuracy of complex structures. It is
observed from Figs. 4c and 4d that there is an abrupt change of
the magnitude for the shear force as the wave front arrives at the
receiver. Hence, more terms are needed to calculate the shear force
than for the displacement and bending moment.1 / gtc r
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Fig. 4a. The displacement response obtained by the Durbin method.
Fig. 4d. The shear force response obtained by the normal mode method.4.2. Resonant frequencies calculated for the Bernoulli–Euler beam, the
Timoshenko beam, and the three-dimensional ﬁnite-element analysis
In this section, a 6063 Aluminum cantilever beam is used for the
numerical calculation of the resonant frequency. The beam is
Fig. 4e. The moment response obtained by the Durbin method.
Fig. 4f. The moment response obtained by the normal mode method.
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ratio is L/rg = 10.
The Timoshenko beam theory is more accurate than the Ber-
noulli–Euler beam theory because it includes shear and rotary
inertia. The major disadvantages of the Bernoulli–Euler beam the-
ory are overestimating the natural frequencies and lack of an upper
bound for wave velocity. Literature exists in which the agreement
of the Timoshenko beam and the two-dimensional exact theory is
discussed (Fung, 1965; Graff, 1973; Labuschagne et al., 2009), but
there are very few comparisons with the three-dimensional beam.
Stephen and Puchegger (2006) made a comparison of the resonant
frequencies of bending vibration of a short free beam to test the va-
lid frequency range of Timoshenko beam theory Therefore, we use
the commercial ﬁnite element package ABAQUS to analyze the res-
onant frequency based on a three-dimensional model. The reso-
nant frequencies for different beam thicknesses calculated by the
Bernoulli–Euler beam, the Timoshenko beam, and the ABAQUS
three-dimensional model are presented in Tables 1–3. The sub-
script 1 refers to mode 1 wave, while subscript 2 refers to the mode
2 wave in the results for the Timoshenko beam. Similarly, in the
ABAQUS results, the resonant frequency f1 is obtained from the
thickness-shear vibration mode, and f2 is obtained from the ﬂex-
ural vibration mode. The overestimation of ﬂexural vibration reso-
nant frequencies for the Bernoulli–Euler beam is observed in
Table 1. In this table, the resonant frequencies calculated by the
Bernoulli–Euler beam theory contain large errors when comparedwith the ABAQUS 3-D model. Furthermore, these errors increase
with the increment of mode number (i.e., from 8.27% to
482.04%). The resonant frequencies of ﬂexural vibration obtained
by the Timoshenko beam theory (f2) have small discrepancies
when compared with the ABAQUS 3-D model. The errors remain
within 3% for high resonant frequencies. Hence, the prediction of
the resonant frequencies for ﬂexural vibrations in thick cantilever
beams from the Timoshenko beam theory is accurate. However,
the prediction of the thickness-shear vibration mode, i.e., mode 1
wave, obtained by the Timoshenko beam theory is not as accurate
as the mode 2 wave. The errors increase for higher frequencies, and
the maximum error is up to 11.12%. It seems that the beam is too
thick to be considered as a Timoshenko beam. Hence, a beam with
a larger slender ratio is considered next. Table 2 is the result for a
cantilever beamwith a slender ratio L/rg = 100 (i.e., the thickness of
the beam is 3.464 mm, while the length and width of the beam re-
main the same). As shown in Table 2, both the errors of the reso-
nant frequencies for the Bernoulli–Euler beam and Timoshenko
beam decrease. Furthermore, all the resonant frequencies calcu-
lated by the Timoshenko beam theory match the results of the
ABAQUS 3-D cantilever beam model. Therefore, we note that when
the slender ratio L/rg is larger than 100, the Timoshenko beam the-
ory can accurately determine the resonant frequencies of a cantile-
ver beam. Finally, a comparison of the resonant frequencies for the
slender ratio L/rg = 400 (i.e., the thickness of the beam becomes
0.866 mm) is shown in Table 3. The resonant frequencies predicted
by the Bernoulli–Euler beam and Timoshenko beam theories are
both congruent with the ABAQUS 3-D calculations. This implies
that the Bernoulli–Euler beam can be used to evaluate the resonant
frequencies of a cantilever beam when the slender ratio L/rg
reaches 400. In this case, the resonant frequencies determined
from Timoshenko beam theory are more accurate than that ob-
tained from ABAQUS FEM results. Note that all the errors are neg-
ative and it is well known that eigenvalues are approximated from
above by the FEM (see e.g., Strang and Fix, 2008).
4.3. Transient responses evaluated by the Bernoulli–Euler beam
theory, the Timoshenko beam theory, and the three-dimensional
ﬁnite-element beam model
The transient responses of displacement and longitudinal stress
for the Bernoulli–Euler beam, the Timoshenko beam, and the ABA-
QUS 3-D model with different slender ratios are presented in this
section. The same 6063 Aluminum cantilever beam discussed in
the previous section is used for numerical calculations. The impact
force F0 = 1 N is applied at 0.5L, and the receiver is located at 0.8L,
where L is the length of the beam.
We ﬁrst consider a cantilever beam that is 100 mm long, 5 mm
wide, and 34.64 mm thick, with a slender ratio of L/rg = 10. The dis-
placement result of the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory, as shown in
Fig. 5a, has a large discrepancy when compared with the results of
the Timoshenko beam (Fig. 5b) and the ABAQUS 3-D beam model
(Fig. 5c). However, the results computed by the Timoshenko beam
and the ABAQUS 3-D model are almost the same. Therefore, we
note that the Timoshenko beam theory can accurately evaluate
the displacement transient response of a cantilever beam when
the slender ratio is larger than 10. As shown in Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c,
the normal stress transient response at the surface of the beam ob-
tained by the ABAQUS 3-D beam model (Fig. 6c) is different from
that of the Timoshenko (Fig. 6b) and Bernoulli–Euler beam theory
(Fig. 6a). Similarly, the difference of shear stress responses in the
midpoint of the beam’s cross section is large, as shown in Figs.
7a, 7b, 7c. The normal stress and shear stress responses cannot
be appropriately calculated using either the Timoshenko or the
Bernoulli–Euler beam theory. However, the tendency of the tran-
sient response for the Timshenko beam is similar to that obtained
Table 1
Resonant frequencies predicted by the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory, Timoshenko beam theory, and a three-dimensional ﬁnite element calculation for a cantilever beam with
slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Mode Method
Bernoulli–Euler beam
(Hz)
Timoshenko beam
(Hz)
ABAQUS
(Hz)
Error (Bernoulli–Euler beam and ABAQUS)
(%)
Error (Timoshenko beam and ABAQUS)
(%)
1 f = 2827 f2 = 2589 f2 = 2611 8.27 0.84
2 f = 17,715 f2 = 11,537 f2 = 11,722 51.13 1.58
3 f = 49,604 f2 = 25,069 f2 = 25,584 93.89 2.01
4 f = 97,204 f2 = 38,029 f2 = 38,890 149.95 2.21
5 f1 = 49,323 f1 = 49,841 1.04
6 f = 160,684 f2 = 53,963 f2 = 54,572 194.44 1.12
7 f1 = 63,906 f1 = 63,989 0.13
8 f = 240,035 f2 = 70,483 f2 = 71,414 236.12 1.30
9 f1 = 81,310 f1 = 79,760 1.94
10 f = 335,255 f2 = 86,590 f2 = 87,609 282.67 1.16
11 f = 446,346 f2 = 100,361 f2 = 101,913 337.97 1.52
12 f1 = 102,952 f1 = 96,188 7.03
13 f = 573,306 f2 = 116,203 f2 = 114,119 402.38 1.83
14 f1 = 123,623 f1 = 111,254 11.12
15 f = 716,137 f2 = 131,505 f2 = 123,040 482.04 0.07
Table 2
Resonant frequencies predicted by the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory, Timoshenko beam theory, and a three-dimensional ﬁnite element calculation for a cantilever beam with
slender ratio L/rg = 100.
Mode Method
Bernoulli–Euler beam
(Hz)
Timoshenko beam
(Hz)
ABAQUS
(Hz)
Error (Bernoulli–Euler beam and ABAQUS)
(%)
Error (Timoshenko beam and ABAQUS)
(%)
1 f = 283 f2 = 282 f2 = 283 0.00 0.35
2 f = 1772 f2 = 1760 f2 = 1765 0.40 0.28
3 f = 4960 f2 = 4881 f2 = 4897 1.29 0.33
4 f = 9720 f2 = 9441 f2 = 9477 2.56 0.38
5 f = 16,068 f2 = 15,352 f2 = 15422 4.19 0.45
6 f = 24,003 f2 = 22,494 f2 = 22617 6.13 0.54
7 f = 33,526 f2 = 30,741 f2 = 30938 8.37 0.64
8 f = 44,635 f2 = 39,965 f2 = 40,261 10.86 0.74
9 f = 57,331 f2 = 50,045 f2 = 50,468 13.60 0.84
10 f = 71,614 f2 = 60,868 f2 = 61,445 16.55 0.94
11 f = 87,484 f2 = 72,332 f2 = 73,092 19.69 1.04
12 f = 104,941 f2 = 84,345 f2 = 85,316 23.00% 1.14
13 f = 123,985 f2 = 96,829 f2 = 98,038 26.47% 1.23
14 f = 144,616 f2 = 109,714 f2 = 111,186 30.07 1.32
15 f = 166834 f2 = 122,939 f2 = 124,700 33.79 1.41,
Table 3
Resonant frequencies predicted by the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory, Timoshenko beam theory, and a three-dimensional ﬁnite element calculation for a cantilever beam with
slender ratio L/rg = 400.
Mode Method
Bernoulli–Euler beam
(Hz)
Timoshenko beam
(Hz)
ABAQUS
(Hz)
Error (Bernoulli–Euler beam and ABAQUS)
(%)
Error (Timoshenko beam and ABAQUS)
(%)
1 f = 71 f2 = 71 f2 = 71 0.00 0.00
2 f = 443 f2 = 443 f2 = 444 0.23 0.23
3 f = 1240 f2 = 1239 f2 = 1243 0.24 0.32
4 f = 2430 f2 = 2426 f2 = 2436 0.25 0.41
5 f = 4017 f2 = 4005 f2 = 4024 0.17 0.47
6 f = 6001 f2 = 5975 f2 = 6008 0.12 0.55
7 f = 8381 f2 = 8331 f2 = 8386 0.06 0.66
8 f = 11,159 f2 = 11,071 f2 = 11,156 0.03 0.76
9 f = 14,333 f2 = 14,190 f2 = 14,316 0.12 0.88
10 f = 17,903 f2 = 17,683 f2 = 17,862 0.23 1.00
11 f = 21,871 f2 = 21,545 f2 = 21,791 0.37 1.13
12 f = 26,235 f2 = 25,772 f2 = 26,098 0.52 1.25
13 f = 30,996 f2 = 30,356 f2 = 30,779 0.71 1.37
14 f = 36,154 f2 = 35,291 f2 = 35,828 0.91 1.50
15 f = 41,709 f2 = 40,570 f2 = 41,238 1.14 1.62
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Fig. 5a. The displacement response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Bernoulli–Euler beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Fig. 5b. The displacement response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Timoshenko beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Fig. 5c. The displacement response obtained by the ABAQUS 3-D beam model with
a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Fig. 6a. The longitudinal stress rxx response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Bernoulli–Euler beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Fig. 6b. The longitudinal stress rxx response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Timoshenko beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Fig. 6c. The longitudinal stress rxx response obtained by the ABAQUS 3-D beam
model with a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
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Fig. 7a. The shear stress sxy response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Bernoulli–Euler beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Fig. 7b. The shear stress sxy response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Timoshenko beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Fig. 7c. The shear stress sxy response obtained by the ABAQUS 3-D beam model
with a slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Fig. 8a. The displacement response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Bernoulli–Euler beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
Fig. 8b. The displacement response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Timoshenko beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
Fig. 8c. The displacement response obtained by the ABAQUS 3-D beam model with
a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
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Fig. 9a. The longitudinal stress rxx response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Bernoulli–Euler beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
Fig. 9b. The longitudinal stress rxx response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Timoshenko beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
Fig. 9c. The longitudinal stress rxx response obtained by the ABAQUS 3-D beam
model with a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
Fig. 10a. The shear stress sxy response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Bernoulli–Euler beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
Fig. 10b. The shear stress sxy response obtained by the Durbin method for the
Timoshenko beam with a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
Fig. 10c. The shear stress sxy response obtained by the ABAQUS 3-D beam model
with a slender ratio L/rg = 100.
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Next, a cantilever beam with a slender ratio of L/rg = 100 is consid-ered. Figs. 8a, 8b, 8c are the displacement responses calculated
from the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory, the Timoshenko beam
Table 4
Mode shapes and the corresponding natural frequencies for a cantilever beam with slender ratio L/rg = 10.
Mode Mode shape Natural frequencies (Hz)
1 f2 = 2589
2 f2 = 11,537
3 f2 = 25,069
4 f2 = 38,029
5 f1 = 49,323
6 f2 = 53,963
7 f1 = 63,906
8 f2 = 70,483
9 f1 = 81,310
10 f2 = 86,590
11 f2 = 100,361
12 f1 = 102,952
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Table 4 (continued)
Mode Mode shape Natural frequencies (Hz)
13 f2 = 116,203
14 f1 = 123,623
15 f2 = 131,505
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Fig. 11. The frequency spectrum of the shear force for the Timoshenko beam.
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Fig. 12. The frequency spectrum of the bending moment for the Timoshenko beam.
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Fig. 13. The frequency spectrum of the displacement for the Timoshenko beam.
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Figs. 8a, 8b, 8c are in good agreement. Hence, it implies that the
Bernoulli–Euler beam theory is also appropriate for estimating
the displacement transient response when the slender ratio L/rg
reaches 100. Figs. 9a, 9b, 9c show the longitudinal stress transient
responses at the surface of the beam from three different cantilever
beam models. Likewise, Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c show the shear stress
transient responses in the midpoint of the beam’s cross section
from three cantilever beam models (i.e., Figs. 9a and 10a for the
Bernoulli–Euler beam, Figs. 9b and 10b for the Timoshenko beam,
and Figs. 9c and 10c for the ABAQUS 3-D beam model). These ﬁg-
ures show that the longitudinal normal stress and shear stress
transient responses obtained by the Bernoulli–Euler beam, the
Timoshenko beam, and the ABAQUS 3-D beam model still differ,
but they have the same tendency.4.4. Frequency spectrums obtained from the transient responses
The investigations of the characteristics of the steady state re-
sponses are signiﬁcant both in the time and frequency domains be-
cause a transient response can be represented by a summation of
all the steady state responses. Therefore, the comparisons of the
steady state responses and the frequency spectrums obtained by
1174 Y.-C. Su, C.-C. Ma / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 1158–1176long-time transient responses are presented. For numerical calcu-
lations, a 6063 Aluminum cantilever beam is used, which is sub-
jected to an impact force F0H(t) at the midpoint. The beam is
100 mm long, 5 mm wide, 34.64 mm thick, and has a slender ratio
L/rg = 10. In addition, the receiver is located 80 mm away from the
ﬁxed end.
Table 4 shows the theoretical calculation results of the resonant
frequencies and correspondent mode shapes. The FFT is applied to
transient results obtained from the normal mode method for the
normalized time tc1/rg = 0–1000 to obtain the frequency spec-
trums, and the results are shown in Figs. 11–13. By comparing Figs.
11–13 with Table 4, we note that the contribution of a mode is
determined by the locations of the impact force and the receiver.
It is observed from Table 4 that the anti-node of the second mode
is close to the location of the impact force (0.5L), so a large magni-
tude is found for the second mode in shear and moment frequency
spectrums (Figs. 11 and 12). However, the location of the receiver
point (0.8L) is near the node of the second mode shown in Table 4,
and therefore, the second mode does not have a signiﬁcant inﬂu-
ence on the displacement frequency spectrum. Similarly, as the
locations of the impact force and receiver point are both near the
nodes of the third mode, the third mode has little contribution in
the shear, moment, and displacement frequency spectrums. How-
ever, the location of the impact force and receiver point is near the
anti-node of the fourth mode, therefore, the magnitude of the
fourth mode in the shear, moment, and displacement frequency
spectrums is relatively large. In addition, only the resonant fre-
quencies of mode 2 waves occur in Fig. 13 because the ﬂexural
vibrations (mode 2 waves) predominate over the thickness-shear
vibrations (mode 1 waves) in the displacement frequency spec-
trum. The accuracy of the long-time responses for the Timoshenko
beams based on the normal mode methods can also be ensured by
the consistence of resonant frequencies obtained from the theoret-
ical derivation (as indicated in Table 4) and the frequency spec-
trums (as shown in Figs. 11–13).5. Conclusions
This study analyzes the transient dynamic responses of a canti-
lever Timoshenko beam subjected to an interior impact force using
two different approaches, including Laplace transform and normal
mode methods. The numerical results of these two approaches are
the same. The numerical calculation time for the normal mode
method is less than the Laplace transform method in evaluating
transient responses of a cantilever beam, but the Laplace transform
method can be used to solve complex structures such as multi-
span Timoshenko beams.
The comparisons of resonant frequencies and transient re-
sponses for displacement, normal stress, and shear stress based
on the Bernoulli–Euler beam, Timoshenko beam, and ABAQUS 3-
D beam model are made in this study. It is noted that the Timo-
shenko beam theory is suitable for predicting the displacement
transient responses of a cantilever beam if the slender ratio L/rg
is larger than 10, whereas the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory has
an accurate evaluation if the slender ratio L/rg is larger than 100.
Furthermore, the Timoshenko beam theory can accurately deter-
mine the resonant frequency of a cantilever beam when the slen-
der ratio L/rg is larger than 100, while the Bernoulli–Euler beam
can only be used when the slender ratio L/rg is larger than 400.Acknowledgments
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The functions j1–j42 and s1–s69 expressed in Eqs. (31a)–(31e)
j1 ¼
1
2
ð3L 2xÞðk1 þ k2Þ; j2 ¼
3
2
k1Lþ k1xþ 2k2L;
j3 ¼
3
2
k1Lþ k1xþ k2ð2xþ LÞ; j4 ¼
3
2
k2Lþ 2k1Lþ k2x;
j5 ¼
3
2
k2Lþ k1ð2xþ LÞ þ k2x; j6 ¼
5
2
k2Lþ k1ðxþ 2LÞ;
j7 ¼
1
2
k1Lþ 2k1xþ k2ðxþ LÞ; j8 ¼
5
2
k1Lþ k2ðxþ 2LÞ;
j9 ¼
1
2
k2Lþ k1ðxþ LÞ þ 2k2x; j10 ¼
5
2
k2Lþ k1ðxþ LÞ;
j11 ¼
5
2
k1Lþ k2ðxþ LÞ; j12 ¼
1
2
k1Lþ 2k1xþ k2ðxþ 2LÞ;
j13 ¼
1
2
k2Lþ k1ðxþ 2LÞ þ 2k2x; j14 ¼
3
2
k2Lþ k1ðxþ 2LÞ;
j15 ¼
3
2
k2Lþ k1ðxþ LÞ þ 2k2x;
j16 ¼
3
2
k1Lþ 2k1xþ k2ðxþ LÞ; j17 ¼
3
2
k1Lþ k2ðxþ 2LÞ;
j18 ¼
3
2
k2Lþ k1ðxþ LÞ; j19 ¼
3
2
k2Lþ k1ðxþ 2LÞ þ 2k2x;
j20 ¼
3
2
k1Lþ k2ðxþ LÞ; j21 ¼
3
2
k1Lþ 2k1xþ k2ðxþ 2LÞ;
j22 ¼
1
2
k1Lþ k1xþ 2k2L; j23 ¼
5
2
k1Lþ k1xþ k2ð2xþ LÞ;
j24 ¼
5
2
k2Lþ k1ð2xþ LÞ þ k2x; j25 ¼
1
2
k2Lþ 2k1Lþ k2x;
j26 ¼
1
2
ðk1 þ 2k2Þð2xþ LÞ; j27 ¼
5
2
k1Lþ k1xþ 2k2L;
j28 ¼
1
2
ð2k1 þ k2Þð2xþ LÞ; j29 ¼
5
2
k2Lþ 2k1Lþ k2x;
j30 ¼
1
2
k1Lþ k1xþ 3k2L; j31 ¼
5
2
k1Lþ k1xþ 2k2x;
j32 ¼
1
2
k2Lþ 3k1Lþ k2x; j33 ¼
5
2
k2Lþ 2k1xþ k2x;
j34 ¼
5
2
k1Lþ k1xþ 3k2L; j35 ¼
1
2
k1Lþ k1xþ 2k2x;
j36 ¼
1
2
k2Lþ 2k1xþ k2x; j37 ¼
5
2
k2Lþ 3k1Lþ k2x;
j38 ¼ 2ð2k1 þ k2ÞL; j39 ¼ 2ðk1 þ 2k2ÞL; j40 ¼ 2ðk1 þ k2ÞL;
j41 ¼ 4ðk1 þ k2ÞL; j42 ¼ 3ðk1 þ k2ÞL;
s1¼ð1þa1Þ; s2¼ð1þa2Þ; s3¼a1s22k31; s4¼a2s21k32;
s5¼ða2k1a1k2Þ; s6¼ða2k1þa1k2Þ; s7¼ s1s2k1k2s5;
s8¼ s1s2k1k2s6; s9¼k1þa2k1þk2þa1k2;
s10¼k1þa2k1k2a1k2; s11¼a1s2k21s9; s12¼a2s1k22s9;
s13¼a1s2k21s10; s14¼a2s1k22s10; s15¼k1k2; s16¼k1þk2;
s17¼k1þk2þa1k2; s18¼k1þk2þa1k2;
s19¼ s2k1 a22k21þa2k1s15a1k2s17
 
; s20¼ s1k2 a22k21þa2k1s15a1k2s17
 
;
s21¼ s2k1 a22k21þa2k1s16a1k2s18
 
; s22¼ s1k2 a22k21þa2k1s16a1k2s18
 
;
s23¼k1þk2þ2a1k2; s24¼k1k22a1k2;
s25¼ s2k1 a22k21þa1k2s18þa2k1s23
 
; s26¼ s1k2 a22k21þa1k2s18þa2k1s23
 
;
s27¼ s2k1 a22k21þa1k2s17þa2k1s24
 
; s28¼ s1k2 a22k21þa1k2s17þa2k1s24
 
;
s29¼k21k22; s30¼a22k21þa1k2s18þa2k1s23; s31¼a22k21þa1k2s17þa2k1s24;
s32¼ s2k21þa2k22; s33¼a2k22þa1s32; s34¼a1a2s2k21; s35¼a1a2s1k22;
s36¼a1k1s2s5; s37¼a2k2s1s5; s38¼a1k1s2s6; s39¼a2k2s1s6;
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s44¼a2 a22k21þa2k1s15a1k2s17
 
; s45¼a1 a22k21þa2k1s15a1k2s17
 
;
s46¼a2 a22k21þa2k1s16a1k2s18
 
; s47¼a1 a22k21þa2k1s16a1k2s18
 
;
s48¼a1 a22k21þa1k2s18þa2k1s23
 
; s49¼a2 a22k21þa1k2s18þa2k1s23
 
;
s50¼a1 a22k21þa1k2s17þa2k1s24
 
; s51¼a2 a22k21þa1k2s17þa2k1s24
 
;
s52¼a1s2k21k2; s53¼a2s1k22k1; s54¼ s2k21s5; s55¼ s1k22s5;
s56¼ s2k21s6; s57¼ s1k22s6; s58¼a1k1k2s9; s59¼a2k1k2s9;
s60¼a1k1k2s10; s61¼a2k1k2s10; s62¼k1 a22k21þa2k1s15a1k2s17
 
;
s63¼k2 a22k21þa2k1s15a1k2s17
 
; s64¼k1 a22k21þa2k1s16a1k2s18
 
;
s65¼k2 a22k21þa2k1s16a1k2s18
 
; s66¼k1 a22k21þa1k2s18þa2k1s23
 
;
s67¼k2 a22k21þa1k2s18þa2k1s23
 
; s68¼k1 a22k21þa1k2s17þa2k1s24
 
;
s69¼k2 a22k21þa1k2s17þa2k1s24
 
:Appendix B
The functions X1–X10 expressed in Eqs. (82)–(86))
X1 ¼
Z L
0
/2nðxÞdx ðk< aÞ ¼X211
L
2
þ sinhlLcoshlL
2l
 
þ2X11X12 sinh
2lL
2l
þX212 
L
2
þ sinhlLcoshlL
2l
 
þ2X11X13 hcoshlLsinhLþlcoshLsinhlLl2þ h2
 !
þ2X12X13 hsinhlLsinhLþlcoshLcoshlLl2þ h2 
l
l2þ h2
 !
þX213
L
2
þ sin2hL
4h
 
þ2X11X14 lsinhlLsinhL hcoshLcoshlLl2þ h2
 
þ h
l2þ h2
!
þ2X12X14 lcoshlLsinhL hcoshLsinhlLl2þ h2
 !
þ2X13X14 sin
2 hL
2h
 !
þX214
L
2
 sin2hL
4h
 
;
X2 ¼
Z L
0
y2nðxÞdx ðk < aÞ ¼ X215 
L
2
þ sinhlL coshlL
2l
 
þ 2X15X16 sinh
2lL
2l
þX216
L
2
þ sinhlL coshlL
2l
 
þ 2X15 l coshlL sin hL h cos hL sinhlLl2 þ h2
 !
þ 2X16 l sinhlL sin hL h cos hL coshlLl2 þ h2 þ
h
l2 þ h2
 !
þ L
2
 sin 2hL
4h
þ 2X15X17 h sinhlL sin hLþ l cos hL coshlLl2 þ h2
 
 l
l2 þ h2
!
þ 2X16X17 l sinhlL cos hLþ h sin hL coshlLl2 þ h2
 !
þ 2X17 sin
2 hL
2h
 !
þX217
L
2
þ sin 2hL
4h
 
;X3 ¼
Z L
0
/2nðxÞdx ðk > aÞ ¼ X218
L
2
þ sin 2wL
4w
 
þ 2X18X19 sin
2 wL
2w
þX219
L
2
 sin 2wL
4w
 
þ 2X18X20 sinðw hÞL2ðw hÞ þ
sinðwþ hÞL
2ðwþ hÞ
 
þ 2X19X20  cosðw hÞL2ðw hÞ 
cosðwþ hÞL
2ðwþ hÞ þ
1
2ðw hÞ þ
1
2ðwþ hÞ
 
þX220
L
2
þ sin 2hL
4h
 
þ 2X18X21  cosðh wÞL2ðh wÞ 
cosðhþ wÞL
2ðhþ wÞ

þ 1
2ðh wÞ þ
1
2ðhþ wÞ

þ 2X19X21 sinðw hÞL2ðw hÞ 
sinðwþ hÞL
2ðwþ hÞ
 
þ 2X20X21 sin
2 hL
2h
 !
þX221
L
2
 sin 2hL
4h
 
;
X4 ¼
Z L
0
y2nðxÞdx ðk > aÞ ¼ X222
L
2
 sin 2wL
4w
 
þ 2X22X23 sin
2 wL
2w
þX223
L
2
þ sin 2wL
4w
 
þ 2X22 sinðw hÞL2ðw hÞ 
sinðwþ hÞL
2ðwþ hÞ
 
þ 2X23  cosðh wÞL2ðh wÞ 
cosðhþ wÞL
2ðhþ wÞ þ
1
2ðh wÞ þ
1
2ðhþ wÞ
 
þ L
2
 sin 2hL
4h
þ 2X22X24  cosðw hÞL2ðw hÞ 
cosðwþ hÞL
2ðwþ hÞ

þ 1
2ðw hÞ þ
1
2ðwþ hÞ

þ 2X23X24 sinðw hÞL2ðw hÞ þ
sinðwþ hÞL
2ðwþ hÞ
 
þ 2X24 sin
2 hL
2h
 !
þX224
L
2
þ sin 2hL
4h
 
;
X5ðxÞ ¼ X15 sinhlxþX16 coshlxþ sin hxþX17 cos hx ¼ ynðxÞ
ðwhen k < aÞ;
X6ðxÞ ¼ sin hxþX24 cos hxþX22 sinwxþX23 coswx ¼ ynðxÞ
ðwhen k > aÞ;
X7ðxÞ ¼  kng2c22hg1
coshlxþ kng4
c22lg5
sinhlxþ kn
c22h
cos hx
 kng4
c22hg5
sin hx ¼ dynðxÞ
dx
unðxÞ ðwhen kn < aÞ;
X8ðxÞ ¼  kng2c22hg3
coswx kng4
c22wg7
sinwxþ kn
c22h
cos hx kng6
c22hg7
sin hx
¼ dynðxÞ
dx
unðxÞ ðwhen kn > aÞ;
X9ðxÞ ¼ lg2c22h
sinhlx g1g4
c22lg5
coshlxþ g2
c22
sin hxþ g2g4
c22g5
cos hx
¼ dunðxÞ
dx
ðwhen kn < aÞ;
X10ðxÞ ¼ wg2c22h
sinwx g3g6
c22g7
coswxþ g2
c22
sin hx g2g6
c22hg7
cos hx
¼ dunðxÞ
dx
ðwhen kn > aÞ;
where
X11 ¼ g2c22h
; X12 ¼  g1g4c22lg5
; X13 ¼  g2c22h
; X14 ¼ g2g4c22g8
;
X15 ¼ g2lg1h
; X16 ¼ g4g5
; X17 ¼ g4g5
; X18 ¼ g2c22h
;
X19 ¼  g3g6hc22g10w
; X20 ¼  g2c22h
; X21 ¼ g2g6c22g10
; X22 ¼ g2wg3h
;
X23 ¼ g6g7
; X24 ¼ g6g7
; g1 ¼
jG
q
l2 þ k
 
; g2 ¼ k
jG
q
h2
 
;
g3 ¼ k
jG
q
w2
 
; g4 ¼ 
g2
g1h
coshlLþ 1
h
cos hL;
g5 ¼
1
h
sin hL 1
l
sinhlL; g6 ¼
g2
g3h
coswL 1
h
cos hL;
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1
w
sinwL 1
h
sin hL; g8 ¼ sin hL
h
l
sinhlL;
g9 ¼ 
g2
g1
coshlLþ cos hL; g10 ¼
h
w
sinwL sin hL:References
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